
The Miracle of You  

You are a masterpiece. More perfect and precious than any work of art created by 

all the artists in the World. 

You are unique. Not to be repeated. A"limited edition" of one. In the history of the 

World there has never been, and will never be anyone exactly like you. That's your 

GOLD. Your individuality. 

But that gold has been buried. It's lustre smothered. It's shining promise obscured. 

And the worst part is this "cover up" has been facilitated by those you know, and 

for the most part, trust. 

Your parents. You schools. Your church. Your government. In essence, all the 

elements of "Society." 

From the time you could say "ka-ka" society has been painting IT's colors on the 

canvas of your life. Smothering yours. With  it's "rainbow" of Belief, Ego and 

Desire. 

You had no clue this was happening. And why would you considering  your faith 

in the messengers? 

More to the point -and more chillingly - you regard this programming as your idea. 

The "way" things are/should be. 

Why would you even consider there could be another "way?" (Welcome to the 

Matrix.) 

To further it's goals, Society has infected you with three highly contagious(and 

complimentary) viruses. Belief. Ego. And Desire. (Because you weren't born with 

them.) And, as you have no doubt experienced all they are are "joined at the hip." 

It's the "B.E.D. Gang " that spread the lies, half-truths, omissions, maybes, could 

be's, projections, predictions, fear, fright, fantasies, fairytales, threats,nightmares, 

confusions and distractions that keep you doing the "right things" in the "right 

way." 



Ensuring that your individuality - much less your Authentic Awareness - is not even 

a distant memory. 

So -what's the solution? Yes - I know what you're thinking: "If we could 'take out' 

the B.E.D. gang then there would be a chance to scrape off the programmer's faux 

colors." 

Agreed. But the rock and the hard place here is that you're not facing an 

EXTERNAL enemy. 

Unlike Frodo being tempted by the ring - you ARE the ring. You are Belief, Ego and 

Desire.  

So how do you make a "surgical strike" on yourself? 

Happily, there is a way to recover the Authentic you. One that is easy to 

understand and free. 

When you truly understand how and why you are being manipulated/controlled, 

the manipulators power vaporizes. Gone. Sayonara. Ciao baby. 

That - is my  mission here. To Explain Factually, without fantasies, fairytales, 

wishes, prayers, hopes, theories, hypothesis, projections, affirmations, 

inspirational quotes, NLP or "vision boards" - WHY and HOW you're being 

manipulated. 

Peeling back the programmer's paint to recover your masterpiece will require 

unimaginable perserverance, a mind open to what it doesn't "know", and an 

unquestionable acceptance of facts. 

Facts never lie. Never "misspeak." Never "Spin." Facts can't be 

bribed,corrupted,cajoled, persuaded, or influenced. 

Facts tell the Truth. Facts confirm that someone/something is: "True."  

Facts don't give a rats ass for your precious "beliefs." They'll flat out tell you how 

things are. Not how you want them to be. 

Facts dynamite dreams. Flame fantasies. Feast on ideals,principles and standards. 



Facts are cold blooded,ruthless,heartless party poopers with no savoir 

faire,dignity or respect. 

Facts take no prisoners. 

So,if you're looking for a touchy-feely motivational tome to stroke your world 

view, values and beliefs, this book is sooooo not for you. 

But if you're ready to be soaked by the coldest reality shower you've ever 

experienced, just turn the page. 

What I'm about to share is diametrically opposed to conventional "wisdom." Like 

all undeniable facts that don't massage the status quo,it will undoubtably be 

labelled "controversial." 

I'm good with that. Because "controversy" implies "doubt." And doubt means that 

people are talking. And maybe even thinking. 

          "A clash of doctrines is not a disaster - it is an opportunity." 

                                        - Alfred North Whitehead - 


